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Abstract
The advent of undercuts and humping limits the applicable speed of deep-penetration laser welding. Recent findings addi-
tionally show that a significant change of the keyhole’s shape is associated with the occurrence of undercuts. Considering 
that undercuts and humping are melt flow–induced defects, this leads to the question of how the geometry of the keyhole 
and the melt pool influence the melt flow and vice versa. In this work, the Froude number was used to characterize the melt 
flow around a keyhole. X-ray images of the keyhole and cross-sections of the weld were therefore used to determine the 
geometrical boundaries of the melt flow, to estimate the average melt velocity around the keyhole, and finally determine its 
Froude number. The flow around a cylindrically shaped keyhole was found to always be subcritical, whereas supercritical melt 
flow was observed around the elongated keyholes that are formed at higher welding speed. The findings may be interpreted 
in the sense that the elongation of the keyhole is a consequence of a supercritical stream of the melt flowing underneath and 
around the keyhole. This perception is consistent with the long-known experience that humping may be avoided by reducing 
the flow speed of the melt by widening the melt pool surrounding the keyhole (e.g., by means of beam shaping) and suggest 
a new explanation for the elongation of the keyhole at increased welding speed.
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1 Introduction

With the currently available high-power lasers, high feed 
rates of more than 0.3 m/s can be realized in deep-pene-
tration laser welding of metal parts with welding depths 
exceeding 1.5 mm. Beyond a high process efficiency [1], 
high-speed laser welding of metals has the further benefits of 
a stable keyhole [2] and the avoidance of depth fluctuations 
and pores [3]. High welding velocities are required espe-
cially for parts with long weld seams, e.g., cooling plates 
of battery cases in electro mobility [4]. However, when 
the welding velocity is too high, undercuts and humping 
[5–7] occur, marking the upper limit of the process window. 
Since more than 45 years, humping and undercuts have been 
reported for different welding processes. After it was first 
observed in gas metal arc welding (GMAW) [8], it was also 
found to occur in other welding processes [9, 10] such as 

gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) [11, 12], electron beam 
welding [13–15], and laser beam welding [7, 16–18]. All 
the reported studies identified different influencing factors, 
including but not exclusively the ambient atmosphere, sur-
face condition, metal composition, and heat input. It also has 
been observed that the melt flow in the weld pool signifi-
cantly impacts the advent of these defects. Especially in laser 
welding, the vapor keyhole and the melt flow surrounding 
this keyhole have been identified to have a strong impact on 
the occurrence of humping and undercuts at high welding 
velocities [19–22]. Previous works [7, 23–25] showed that 
the keyhole’s geometry elongates backwards with increasing 
welding velocity and that this is associated with the occur-
rence of undercuts and humping.

The instability of a fast liquid jet was described by Anno 
et al. [26]. Albright et al. [27] later interpreted the occur-
rence of humping as a consequence of a jet instability of the 
melt flow. Shimada [28] suggested in 1983 that a supercriti-
cal flow must be present to cause humping, which was sub-
sequently reaffirmed by Ngyuen [29] in 2005. The phenom-
enon of supercritical flow is well-known in open channel 
flows and is characterized by a flow velocity u that exceeds 
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the propagation velocity c =
√

gy of a surface wave, where y 
is the characteristic depth of the liquid and g is the accelera-
tion of gravity [30]. The Froude number [31]

is used to characterize a melt flow to be subcritical ( Fr < 1 ), 
critical ( Fr = 1 ), or supercritical ( Fr > 1 ). The Froud number 
can also be considered the ratio between the inertia force and 
gravity force in the flow. If Fr < 1 , the buoyancy or gravity 
force dominates the liquid flow [32–34]. When the threshold 
of Fr = 1 is exceeded, the flow abruptly transits to the super-
critical condition with a characteristic hydraulic jump fur-
ther downstream, where the flow has slowed down enough 
to again become subcritical [35].

Uddin’s study [36] already emphasizes that the Froude 
number serves as a suitable parameter for characterizing 
flow conditions in laser beam welding. In his research, 
the welding depth was used as the characteristic depth y , 
and he successfully correlated the occurrence of humping 
with Froude numbers larger than 1. Harroni et al. [37] also 
adopted the Froude number (using the length of the welt 
pool as the characteristic length y ) to assess the quality of 
the weld surface and to relate the occurrence of humping to 
supercritical conditions with Fr > 1.

The association between undercuts, humping, and 
the sudden transformation of the keyhole’s geometry, as 
described in [24, 38], leads to the hypothesis that super-
critical flows within the weld pool exert an influence on the 
keyhole’s geometry at elevated welding speeds. The aim of 
this work is therefore to consider this hypothesis by examin-
ing the Froude criterion for a wide set of parameters in laser 
beam welding. The 3D geometries of the keyhole, which 
were reconstructed from X-ray images and cross-sections 
of the weld were used to determine the velocity of the melt 
flow at the narrowest position in the channel given by the 
geometry of the melt pool and the obstruction of the key-
hole. The results reveal a direct relation between the geom-
etry of the keyhole and the Froude number of the melt flow 
at the narrowest position in the channel. By considering the 
distribution of the Froude number alongside the differently 
shaped keyholes it was found that a subcritical flow is clearly 
present all-around cylindrical keyholes, while a supercritical 
flow is present in the region immediately behind the front 
of elongated (U-shaped and wedge-shaped) keyholes up to 
their trailing end, where the flow becomes subcritical again. 
The novelty of this work consists in the experimental method 
to determine the velocity of the melt flow around the vapor 
keyhole and the characterization of the melt flow induced by 
laser welding using the Froude number. The novel finding of 
this work is that a supercritical flow is clearly present when 
the keyhole exhibits a U or a wedged shape and that this fast 

(1)Fr =
u

√

gy
,

melt flow influences the rear wall of the keyhole when laser 
welding with high feed rates. Additionally, it was shown 
that beam shaping is a useful method to adjust the Froude 
number of the melt flow around the keyhole. It was shown 
that an adjustment of the Froude number along the keyhole 
influences the shape of the keyhole resulting in the avoid-
ance of undercuts at high welding speeds.

2  Determination of the Froude number 
in the melt flow

For the following discussion, we consider the melt flow 
in the channel which is formed by the geometry of the 
weld pool and the obstruction of the keyhole as sketched 
in Fig. 1. The origin of the coordinate system is chosen 
to be located at the front of the keyhole’s opening on the 
surface of the workpiece. An average value u(x) of the 
flow velocity of the melt (averaged over the cross-section 
of the flow channel) can be calculated at any position x 
along the welding direction by considering the volume 
flow rate V̇  of the melt in the channel. The cross-sectional 
area Ach(x) = AS − AC(x) of the flow channel is given by 

Fig. 1  Sketch of the geometry of the keyhole (grey), the weld pool 
(blue), and the used coordinate system with its origin at the front 
of the keyhole at the surface of the workpiece. The cross-sectional 
area A

ch
(x) of the flow channel (light blue) and the transverse cross-

sectional area A
C
(x) of the vapor keyhole (dark grey) are shown for 

two different x-positions. For the present study, the outer contour of 
the melt pool, the wetted circumference C (orange dashed line), was 
extracted from cross-sections of welded seams and the 3D shape of 
the keyhole was reconstructed from x-ray images
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the difference between the cross-sectional area AS of the 
weld pool and the transverse cross-sectional area AC(x) of 
the keyhole (red). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed 
that AS is approximately constant in the region at the side 
of the keyhole and is simply given by the cross-sectional 
area of the weld seam. In the inertial reference system of 
the welded workpiece in which the keyhole moves with the 
welding speed v , the average flow velocity of the incom-
pressible melt follows from the conservation of mass and 
is then given by

where the volume rate of the melt flow around the keyhole 
amounts to

The latter is a good approximation at positions alongside 
the keyhole where the weld pool has its largest width and 
where the volume flow V̇ of the melt is therefore virtually not 
changed by additional melting or solidification. As we have 
no suitable means to measure the transverse distribution of 
the flow velocity in the cross-section of the flow channel 
around the keyhole, the following discussion is limited to 
the average values defined and used in (1) to (3). It is obvi-
ous from (2) that the highest average melt velocity prevails 
at the location where the channel of the melt flow has its 
smallest cross-section.

In the case of laser beam welding, the characteristic depth 
y of the melt flow is determined by the outer dimensions of 
the weld pool and the keyhole. As the cross section of the 
flow is not rectangular, the depth y used in Eq. (1) may either 
be defined by the quotient

of the cross-sectional area Ach of the flow channel and the 
wetted circumference C [39], cf. Figure 1, or alternatively 
directly by the depth

of the melt below the keyhole, where s is the welding depth 
and sc is the depth of the keyhole. We will see below that 
the main findings do not depend on which of the two char-
acteristic depths are used. Inserting Eq. (4) for y and Eq. (2) 
for u into (1) yields

Using Eq. (5) instead of (4) on the other hand leads to

(2)u(x) =
V̇

Ach(x)
− v =

V̇

AS − AC(x)
− v,

(3)V̇ = AS ∙ v

(4)yC =
Ach

C
,

(5)ys = s − sc

(6)Frc =

V̇

AS−AC(x)
− v

√

g
Ach

C

.

3  Experimental

A disk laser (TruDisk 16,002, Trumpf) with a wavelength of 
1.03 µm and a maximum cw power of 16 kW was used for 
the experiments that were conducted with different sets of 
parameters. The welding speed v ranged between 0.07 and 
0.92 m ∙ s−1 . All experiments were performed on aluminum 
EN-AW6082. Different beam delivery fibers and differ-
ent focusing lenses were used to obtain various diameters 
df of the beam waist. A collimation with a focal length of 
200 mm was used for all experiments. The used combina-
tions of the beam delivery fibers and focusing lenses are 
shown in Table 1 together with the resulting diameters of 
the beam waists and the used welding parameters for each 
beam diameter.

The beam waist was positioned on the surface of the sam-
ples and had a top-hat intensity profile for all experiments. 
The laser power was adjusted to keep the welding depth s 
between 1 and 2.5 mm . The samples were clamped on a lin-
ear axis which moved them beneath a stationary processing 
optics. A table with all relevant experimental parameters can 
be found in Appendix.

In order to calculate the average flow velocity using 
Eq. (2), we have determined AS from cross-sections of the 
welded seams. The areas AC(x) were extracted from the 
3D shape of the keyhole which was reconstructed from 
x-ray images. The x-ray imaging system used to determine 
the shape of the keyhole by radiographing the processing 
zone in the transvers y-direction is described in detail in 
[40–43]. An x-ray tube FXE-224.48 by Comet Yxlon with 
a minimum spot size of 6 �m , and an acceleration voltage 
of 60 kV with a current of 1.4 mA was used. A scintilla-
tor by Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, Japan, with 728 × 728 pixels 
with a resulting resolution of 58 pixel ∙mm−1 was used to 
convert the x-rays in visible light which was recorded with 
high-speed camera SA5 by Photron. Typical time-averaged 
x-ray images recorded by this system are shown in row (a) 
of Fig. 2 for three typical keyhole geometries. The contour 
of the keyhole is highlighted by the dash-dotted lines. The 
depth of the melt pool corresponds to the welding depth seen 
in the cross sections of the welds in row (c) and is based 
on the assumption that the melt pool reaches its full depth 
already at x = df∕2 and that no solidification of the melt 
takes place in the region near the keyhole. The length of the 
time-averaged keyhole at the sample’s surface and the depth 
of the keyhole are referred to as  lc and sc , respectively, in 
the following. Exploiting the information of the attenuation 

(7)Frs =

V̇

AS−AC(x)
− v

√

g(s − sc)
.
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of the x-ray radiation contained in the grey values of the 
recorded images, the transverse width and hence the 3D 
shape of the keyhole can be derived using Beer’s law [43, 
44], cf. row (b) in Fig. 2. For the present study, the keyhole 
is categorized as a cylindrical vapor keyhole when the length 
of the keyhole  lc approximately equals the beam diameter 
df . The keyhole is referred to as U-shaped when 1 ≲  lc ≤ 4df 
and as a wedge-shaped keyhole when  lc > 4df . The surfaces 
of the corresponding weld seams are shown in row (d). The 
width of the weld seam on the surface is indicated with b.

4  Results

The average melt velocity u(x) given by Eq. (2) and the 
resulting Froude numbers were determined for the three 
characteristic keyholes listed in Fig. 2. The data points 
shown in the figures following below represent the average 
value of three measurements while the error bars correspond 
to the standard deviation of the three measurements. The 
top left graph in Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the average 
flow velocity u(x) along the time-averaged cylindrical key-
hole. The top middle graph in Fig. 3 shows the distribution 
of the average flow velocity u(x) along the time-averaged 
U-shaped keyhole, and the one on the top right shows the 
distribution of the average flow velocity u(x) along the time-
averaged wedge-shaped keyhole. Starting from x = df∕2 , the 
flow velocity is seen to first increase (due to an increased 

width of the obstructing keyholes) with a following decrease 
for all three observed keyhole geometries. The cylindrical 
keyhole obtained at low welding speeds leads to the low-
est average melt velocity. With the U-shaped keyhole, the 
flow velocity is seen to first increase until the position at 
x = 0.9mm and then decrease again slightly from the posi-
tion x = 1.3mm up to x = 2.2mm . A similar observation is 
made with the wedge-shaped keyhole where the flow speed 
increases between the front of the keyhole and the position 
at x = 1.3mm , behind which it decreases again. In both lat-
ter cases, the flow speed reaches approximately the same 
maximum value, but the flow velocity decreases much faster 
in the case of the U-shaped keyhole.

The determined average melt velocities were used to cal-
culate the respective Froude number, as shown in the lower 
part of Fig. 3 for the cylindrical (left), U-shaped (middle), 
and wedge-shaped (right) keyholes. As mentioned above, the 
two different characteristic lengths yC , as given by Eq. (4), 
and ys , as described in Eq. (6), were employed to determine 
the Froude numbers Frc (filled data points in Fig. 3) and Frs 
(empty data points in Fig. 3), respectively. For the cylindri-
cal keyhole and the U-shaped keyhole, there is no signifi-
cant difference between the two Froude numbers. No matter 
which definition of the characteristic depth y is used, the 
flow around the cylindrically shaped keyhole is found to 
always be subcritical. For the U-shaped keyhole, the flow 
is found to be supercritical near the keyhole’s front, which 
may explain the elongation of the keyhole in comparison to 

Table 1  Overview of used beam 
delivery fibers and focusing 
lenses with the resulting 
diameters of the beam waist and 
the used welding speeds and 
laser power

Core diameter d
c
 of beam 

delivery fiber in µm
Focal length f

f
 of 

focusing lens in mm
Diameterd

f
 of beam 

waist in µm
Welding speed v 
in m ∙ s−1

Laser 
power in 
kW

200 200 200 0.07 1.525
0.13 1.65

400 250 500 0.13 5
0.33 10
0.5 10

400 315 630 0.07 3.25
0.5 16
0.6 16
0.92 16

200 680 680 0.4 12
0.5 16
0.67 16

400 500 1000 0.27 16
0.3 16
0.37 14
0.37 16
0.53 16

400 680 1360 0.13 11
0.2 16
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the cylindrical vapor keyhole. Due to the fast decrease of the 
flow speed around the U-shaped keyhole, the flow returns 
to a subcritical condition for positions x > 1.9mm . The rear 
wall of the keyhole may be interpreted as the hydraulic jump 
at the transition from the supercritical to the subcritical flow 
condition. In the case of the wedge-shaped keyhole, the two 
different definitions of the characteristic depth yC and ys lead 
to a more pronounced difference in the resulting values of 
the Froude numbers, but the transitions between the super-
critical to the subcritical flow conditions are found to occur 
approximately at the same location x ≈ 4.9mm and coincide 
approximately with the rear end of the keyhole. As the depth 
of the wedge-shaped keyhole decreases more significantly 
than its width between x = 2 and x = 4.9 , Frs drops below 
Frc in this range. Near the end and behind the keyhole, the 
difference between the values of two characteristic depths 
defined in Eqs. (4) and (6) diminishes, also resulting in a 
smaller difference between the two Fr numbers. In the front 
section around the wedge-shaped keyhole, the difference 
between the values of the Froude numbers resulting from 
the two differently defined characteristic lengths ys and yc 

could be an indication that the melt flow exhibits a higher 
Froude number below the keyhole compared to the flow 
at the side of the keyhole. Further back along the wedge-
shaped keyhole, there is a significant decrease of its depth sc , 
resulting in an increased value of ys and therefore a decrease 
of Frs . Conversely, yc and therefore Frc experiences only a 
small change. Towards the trailing end of the keyhole, both 
Froude numbers converge to similar values, suggesting an 
equalization of the flow conditions beneath and at the side 
of the keyhole. Further and more involved research will be 
needed to verify this preliminary interpretation.

As in the case of the U-shaped keyhole, the melt flow is 
again found to clearly be supercritical right from the front 
of the wedge-shaped keyhole. The significantly elongated 
keyhole may be interpreted to be a consequence of the high 
Froude numbers obtained for the melt flowing underneath 
the keyhole as characterized by the characteristic depth ys 
and the correspondingly high Froude number Frs , where 
the inertia force dominates the melt flow. These findings 
confirm the existence of the fast liquid jet as described 
in the literature [26, 27] and show that this jet is not only 

Fig. 2  Time-averaged x-ray 
image (a) and 3D reconstruc-
tions of the keyholes (b), 
cross-section of the weld seam 
(c), corresponding surface of 
the seam (d), and corresponding 
parameters (e) resulting in three 
typical keyhole geometries. The 
contours of the keyholes and 
the seam are highlighted by the 
dashed and dash-dotted lines, 
respectively
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responsible for the formation of humping and undercuts 
but that especially the fast flow underneath the keyhole 
presumably also shapes the rear part of the keyhole at high 
welding speeds, as the supercritical melt flow which is 
dominated by the inertia force leads to a backward move-
ment of the rear wall of the keyhole. Additionally, the 
wedge-shaped keyhole has previously been related to the 
presence of undercuts [25], which suggests that the fast jet 
may at least partly also be responsible for the formation 
of undercuts.

To further investigate the generality of the above find-
ings, the Froude numbers were determined for a wide 
range of additional experimental parameters. The com-
plete table with all experimental parameters and measured 
results is given in Appendix. Figure 4 shows the maximum 
averaged velocity umax = max(u(x)) of the flow around the 
keyhole as determined for each set of parameters. Again, 
the lowest flow speed is found to occur in the case of the 
cylindrically shaped keyholes (blue). The average veloc-
ity of the flow around the U-shaped keyhole (green) is 
significantly higher, while the highest flow velocities 
are observed together with the wedge-shaped keyhole 
(orange). Apart from the fact that a U-shaped keyhole is 
formed at lower welding speeds, the latter is mainly due to 
the fact that the velocity of the melt rises with increased 

welding speeds, as the channel surrounding the keyhole, 
through which the melt flows, becomes narrower with a 
simultaneous increase of the melt flow V̇  . Note that this 
finding applies regardless of the applied beam diameters.

The Froude number that corresponds to the determined 
values of umax is shown in Fig. 5. No matter which defi-
nition of the characteristic depth y is used, the Froude 

Fig. 3  Average flow speed u(x) 
according to Eq. (2) (top) and 
the resulting Froude numbers 
(bottom) in the melt pool 
around the keyhole for the time-
averaged cylindrical, U-shaped, 
and wedge-shaped keyhole from 
Fig. 2

Fig. 4  Maximum average flow speed u
max

 according to Eq.  (2) for 
welding speeds ranging from 0.07 to 0.83 ms.−1
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number is found to increase with increasing welding 
speed. For all cylindrically shaped keyholes (blue), the 
Froude numbers are < 1 and the corresponding flows hence 
subcritical. The Froude number exceeds the value of 1 for 
U-shaped keyholes (green) and increases to values beyond 
5.5 for the wedge-shaped keyholes (orange). The correla-
tion between the flow condition in the melt channel around 
the keyhole and the transition of the keyhole geometry 
form a cylindrical to a U-shaped and then to a wedge-
shaped keyhole with increasing Froude number which is 
quite evident. The results suggest that the elongation of the 
keyhole first to a U shape and finally to a wedge shape is 
caused by a supercritical flow in the melt pool.

The shape of small cylindrical keyholes formed during 
welding at very low speeds is commonly considered to 
be a consequence of the balance of forces (e.g., evapora-
tion pressure, surface tension, static pressure) on the key-
hole’s wall [45]. This explanation reaches its limits at high 
welding speeds, when no significant radiation reaches the 
trailing end of the increasingly elongated keyhole. The 
presented results suggest that with increasing welding 
velocity and Froude numbers, the shape of the keyhole is 
influenced more by the hydrodynamics in the melt flow 
than by processes in the keyhole itself. Further developed 
experimental methods to determine the transverse distri-
bution of the melt velocity across the flow channel will 

be required in future research to investigate the impact of 
the melt flow on the shape of the keyhole in more details.

Based on this finding it can be concluded that in order 
to avoid supercritical flows and the resulting fast jet that 
causes undercuts and humping, the melt channel in the 
front region of the keyhole, where the highest melt veloc-
ity occurs, must be widened to obtain a reduced value of 
the Froude number.

5  Implication on the process

Based on this finding, one may conclude on the advantage 
of beam shaping which is a well-known method to avoid 
humping and undercuts in laser beam welding [46–49] by 
widening the weld pool around the keyhole and hence reduce 
the flow speed in the melt.

This relation is discussed in the following at the exam-
ple of an experiment in which the intensity distribution was 
shaped using a setup with two processing heads to geometri-
cally superimpose the beams from two separate lasers on 
the surface of the welded sample [23]. The axes of both 
beams were positioned to intersect on the sample’s surface 
as sketched in Fig. 6. The TruDisk16002 laser with the 
same beam delivery fiber with a core diameter of 200 µm as 
described above was used for one beam (processing head 1 

Fig. 5  Froude numbers Fr
s
 (filled symbols) and Fr

c
 (empty symbols) 

at the position with the highest average speed of the melt flow for 
welding speeds from 0.07 to 0.83 ms.−1

Fig. 6  Arrangement of the 
two beams for welding with 
a graded intensity profile. 
Processing head 1(orange) was 
inclined by � = 7

◦ , processing 
head 2 (blue) was inclined by 
� = 17

◦
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in Fig. 6). Using a collimation with a focal length of 200 mm 
and a focusing lens with a focal length of 560 mm resulted 
in a diameter of the beam waist of df1 = 560 µm with a 
top-hat intensity profile. The waist of this beam was again 
positioned on the surface of the welded sample. The second 
laser was a TruDisk8001 with a beam delivery fiber with a 
core diameter of 200 µm. Using a collimation with a focal 
length of 200 mm and a focusing lens with a focal length 
of 560 mm resulted in a diameter of the beam waist of df2 
= 560 µm with a top-hat intensity profile and a Rayleigh 
length of zR = 7.84 mm. The waist of this second beam 
(processing head 2 in Fig. 6) was positioned at 5 mm above 
the sample, resulting in a beam diameter of d2 = 660 µm on 
the surface of the sample with a more Gaussian-like inten-
sity distribution. This method to shape the intensity profile 
on the sample’s surface was chosen because it was easy to 
implement at the multi-kW power level. Other approaches 
may be used in the future for further investigations. The 
resulting graded intensity distribution corresponds to the 
superposition of a top-hat and a Gaussian intensity profile 
with the abovementioned diameters of 560 µm and 660 µm, 
respectively. The advantage of this intensity profile is that 
the highest intensity is positioned in the center and decreases 
continuously towards the outside. Both lasers were operated 
with the same power of 8 kW each.

A typical time-averaged x-ray image recorded using the 
above-described system is shown in row (a) of Fig. 7 for a 
weld with the graded intensity profile. The contour of the 
keyhole is highlighted by the dash-dotted line. The depth 
of the melt pool corresponds to the welding depth seen in 
the cross-sections of the welds in row (c). The length of 
the time-averaged keyhole at the sample’s surface lc and the 
depth of the keyhole are indicated in row (a). The recon-
structed geometry of the time-averaged keyhole is shown 
in row (b).

When the graded intensity distribution with a total 
power of 16 kW was used at the welding speed of 0.5 
m ∙ s−1 , the keyhole was found to again exhibit a similar 

Fig. 7  Time-averaged x-ray image of the keyhole (a), the resulting 
3D reconstruction of the keyhole (b), cross-section of the weld seam 
which was used to determine the size of the weld pool (c), the result-
ing weld surface (d), and the operating parameters (e) for the keyhole 
resulting from a graduated intensity profile

Fig. 8  Average flow speed u(x) 
according to Eq. (2) (left) and 
the resulting Froude numbers 
Fr(x) in the melt pool (right) 
around the keyhole for the time-
averaged U-shaped keyhole 
formed during welding with a 
graded intensity profile
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U-shape as in the case of the top-hat–shaped beam at a 
speed of 0.4 m ∙ s−1 , cf. Figures 2 and 7, and the seam 
shows no undercuts. Figure 8 (left) shows the distribution 
of the average flow velocity u(x) along the time-averaged 
keyhole from Fig. 7 that was obtained with the graded 
intensity distribution. As it was described above for the 
welds obtained with a top-hat intensity distribution, it was 
seen that starting from x = df∕2 , the flow velocity increases 
due to an increasing width of the obstructing keyhole with 
a following decrease.

The corresponding Froude numbers are shown in the 
Fig. 8 (right) either using Eq. (6) (filled datapoints) or 
Eq. (7) (empty data points). It is striking that up to the 
position x = 1.7mm , the distribution is similar to the 
one shown in Fig. 3 (bottom right) for the wedge-shaped 
keyhole welded at the same welding speed with a top-hat 
intensity distribution but with a pronounced difference 
in the absolute values of the Froude numbers. For all 
positions x > 1.7mm , the distribution is similar to the 
one of the U-shaped keyhole welded at a lower weld-
ing speed with a top-hat intensity distribution, and the 
difference between Frs and FrC vanishes; both Froude 
numbers decrease to a subcritical f low within a short 
distance.

The results again show that there is a fast melt jet near 
the leading front of the keyhole, as it is seen for the wedge-
shaped keyhole from Fig. 2 at the same welding speed. Prob-
ably due to the widening of the weld pool around the key-
hole, this fast jet is slowed down quite rapidly for positions 
x > 1.7mm and decreases to a subcritical flow at the position 
x = 2.2mm . The Froude numbers obtained with Eq. 7 for 
the flow below the keyhole in the weld performed with the 
graded intensity distribution is generally lower than the ones 
obtained for the wedge-shaped keyhole at the same welding 
speed. The steep decrease to a subcritical flow seen when 
welding with the graded intensity distribution presumably 
prevents a further elongation of the keyhole resulting in a 
U-shaped keyhole at the same welding speed for which a 
wedge-shaped keyhole was obtained with a top-hat intensity 
profile. Furthermore, the results reinforce the assumption 

that the occurrence of undercuts is related with critical 
flow conditions at an elongated keyhole, since no undercuts 
occurred at the weld with the graded intensity profile.

6  Conclusion

Considering the Froude number of the melt flow around a 
keyhole reveals a direct relation between the geometry of 
the keyhole and the flow condition at the narrowest position 
in the channel. It was found that a subcritical flow is clearly 
present around cylindrical keyholes, while a supercritical 
flow is present in the region immediately behind the front of 
U-shaped and wedge-shaped keyholes up to their rear end, 
where the flow becomes subcritical again. The study sug-
gests that the fast jet resulting from the narrowed flow chan-
nel around the keyhole determines the shape and the position 
of the rear wall of the keyholes at high welding velocities. 
As a consequence, we have demonstrated that widening the 
width of the melt pool by means of beam shaping is a useful 
method to reduce the flow speed in the melt and the Froude 
number and hence avoid the related undercuts and humping 
even at high welding speeds.

In summary, the main findings include a novel method for 
the experimental determination of the velocity of the melt 
flow flowing around the vapor keyhole during laser welding 
of metals. It was demonstrated that a supercritical flow influ-
ences the rear wall of the keyhole during laser welding at 
elevated welding speeds. The study revealed that beam shap-
ing is effective in modifying the Froude number of the melt 
flow around the keyhole. The reduction of the Froude number 
in the flow obtained with beam shaping effectively prevented 
the occurrence of undercuts. This knowledge and the new 
available laser sources that can easily generate different beam 
shapes allow to specifically influence the Froude number of 
the melt flow and therefore prevent the occurrence of under-
cuts. The development of methods to determine the transverse 
distribution of the melt flow velocities is needed to further 
investigate the interplay of the melt flow and the shape of the 
keyhole and will be subject of future research.
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Appendix

The following tables list all the used experimental 
parameters together with other determined parameters 
which are needed to derive the averaged velocity u(x) 

using Eq. (2) and the Froude numbers using Eqs. (6) or 
(7). umax = max(u(x)) stands for the maximum value of 
the averaged velocity that occurs along the x-direction 
of the keyholes.

Fig. 9  Experimental parameters and determined parameters (Table I)

Please see Figs 9, 10, and 11.
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Fig. 10  Experimental parameters and determined parameters (Table II)
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